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                                        Motorola is known around the world for innovation in communications. The company develops technologies, products and services that make mobile experiences possible. Motorolas portfolio includes communications infrastructure, enterprise mobility solut...
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                                        SDC Publications, your source for Engineering textbooks.
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                                        GIS Mapping Software - Global Mapper is a comprehensive GPS mapping software suite that allows users to view satellite maps and aerial photos.
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                                             - TeamViewer - Free Remote Control, Remote Access & Online Meetings
                                        Remote Control any computer within seconds as if you were sitting right in front of it and host online meetings and presentations easily over the internet. Find out why more than 100 million users trust TeamViewer!
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                                        Join a vibrant community for engineers professionally engaged with wireless LANs, network security, mobile devices and applications. Interact with IT engineers who face day-to-day challenges in delivering mobility services to an enterprise workforce.
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                                             - Belkin: Wireless Routers, iPod accessories, iPad cases, energy saving devices.
                                        Get information on Belkin products like wireless networking, iPod and iPhone accessories, iPad cases, mobile audio, energy saving Conserve devices, cables, USB hubs, and more!
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                                             - ASUSTeK Computer
                                        ASUS is a leading company driven by innovation and commitment to quality for products that include notebooks, netbooks, motherboards, graphics cards, displays, desktop PCs, servers, wireless solutions, mobile phones and networking devices. ASUS ranks...
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